CHICOM WEAPONS SECRETS EXPOSED

Israel has profited billions of dollars from betraying American military secrets to Red China.

EXCLUSIVE TO THE SPOTLIGHT

BY ANDREW ST. GEORGE

Israel has been paid tens of billions of dollars by Red China for the plans for super-high tech American armaments and missiles.

The deadly weapons sold by Israel were either given to Israel free or under strict guarantees and solemn pledges by Israel that it would never divulge. The weapons were for the sole purpose of "protecting" Israel from its Arab neighbors or were stolen by Israeli spies serving at high levels in the government.

In recent weeks, both Congress and the White House have scheduled investigations into just how, beginning in 1980, Communist China has managed to equip its huge army with the latest electronic-warfare systems pirated from this country.

Business Week magazine has recently called the crisis "20 years of theft of sensitive U.S. defense technology by China."

The SPOTLIGHT has unearthed a hitherto suppressed document—a study conducted in 1990 by researchers at the Harvard Center for International Affairs in Cambridge, Mass. It traced the progress of Chinese rearmament to what it calls "decades of covert Sino-Israeli military commerce."

The study has a shattering impact because it retraces the ominous story of China's rearmament from a pro-Israeli viewpoint.

Its sponsor and author, Julian M. Sobin, is a wealthy Boston export-import tycoon with strong ethnic and emotional ties to Zionism. He was an early participant in opening commercial relations between the ministate and Communist China.

The research has verified a number of salient facts discovered and published exclusively by this populist newspaper in recent years.

EISENBERG'S ROLE

It identifies Shaul Eisenberg as the key player who set the stage for Israel's covert military sales to China in the spring of 1980. The Chicoms agreed to let the billionaire Israeli arms merchant fly to Beijing in his own private jet.

Gavriel Gidor, director-general of the giant (government-owned) Israeli Aircraft Industries (IAI), accompanied Eisenberg on this initial visit to China, along with top executives from Tadiran, the largest electronic and communications manufacturer of the ministate, as well as "senior officials from other Israeli military industries," the Sobin report related.

These contacts were kept secret, Sobin confirmed. But they mushroomed rapidly. By early 1984, Beijing had spent $3 billion on updating its armored forces with the latest high-tech accessories supplied by the ministate.
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dates the "merchants of death," Sobin's research found.

Hundreds of Israeli "advisers" and technicians worked around the clock in China to modernize 900 Chinese main battle tanks with electronic warfare systems, so-called Blazer reactive armor, laser-guidance, fire-control technology and the top-secret 105-mm cannon firing armor-piercing artillery shells, developed by the Pentagon's Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.

"Overall, these were, typically, the kind of advanced weapons designs that a succession of U.S. presidents, beginning with Lyndon Johnson, handed over to Israel in the name of maintaining Zionism's technological leading edge over its Arab neighbors," says Dr. Ulrick Nurminen, a UN arms-control expert.

Although the United States attempted to safeguard this giant giveaway of military secrets with strict pledges and treaties prohibiting their resale, Israel unhesitatingly disregarded and violated all such covenants and agreements.

Its government and private arms merchants sold out their U.S.-supplied high-tech weapons designs to a Chicom regime that was then—and is now again—considered a potentially hostile power.

By the mid-1980s, teams of IAI technicians were secretly peddling the latest U.S. rocket and guided-missile technology to Communist China, including the guidance system for the Chinese CSS-2 medium-range rockets, the Gabriel naval missile, the Barak Lightning 1 missile as well as the LAR 160 artillery rocket, the Sobin report revealed.

This huge, lawless black-market in U.S.-designed armaments remained over the years a closely protected covert operation, Sobin explained.

Its existence has been "consistently denied" by both the Chinese and Israeli governments, Sobin added. But those denials are lies and the U.S. establish-
ment media's willingness to accept them is a cover-up, the report suggested.

Like it or not, "Sino-Israeli military commerce is now a fact," the study concluded.

What made it possible may have been a criminal collusion among Washington national-security bureaucrats more interested in promoting Israel's billion-dollar arms deals than in "protecting and defending" America's own interests.

Sobin even speculates that, behind the scenes, "the United States may have brought to bear pressure on Israel to sell certain kinds of [military] equipment to the Chinese."

If anything, this aspect of the study requires detailed investigation, for it implies that the ministate's Zionist regime was not the only one to sell out U.S. interests to the Communists.

Dual loyalist officials who dominated intelligence operations and strategic planning in Washington under both the Reagan and Bush administrations apparently played a key role in this "historic betrayal" of American defenses, as Nurminen put it.

“Kill The White Man”

ANTHONY J. HILDER DEBATES
DR. KHALLID ABUDL MUHAMMAD

AMERICA’S BLACK HITLER

See the most chilling, frightening four hours of raw, unadulterated black racism explode across the screen. These are the tapes you have to see to avoid the carnage that could make the Rwandan massacres look like a Girl Scout picnic! Can we stop it? "Absolutely! But only when we expose the Money Mafia’s Master Plan," says Anthony J. Hilder, "We must prepare to win or prepare to die!"

Watch as Anthony J. Hilder forces Dr. Muhammad to admit that his Hate-Whitey-Black’s-All-Mighty “eradication education” was in fact funded by the Ford Foundation! Liberal whitesponsored black bigotry is a raw reality. Hilder challenged Muhammad to a debate on his own turf in South Central Los Angeles. The odds? 750 to 1. The results? You’ll have to see for yourself in this nearly 4-hour, two-volume video! If Clinton & Gore are to survive, they need race riots to "wag the dog." The 23-min. intro details how blacks are to be used as cannon fodder by the New World Order.

Shipped separately, these tapes sell for $57.90 (Volume I, $29.95, Volume II, $27.95). But if you act now you can still get a special, introductory deal. You'll receive this 2-tape SHOCKUMENTARY set for only $38.88 plus $4 shipping & handling. Send check or money order to: Reko Inc., P.O. Box 4095, Joplin, MO 64803

For Visa or M/C orders, call toll free to: (800) 201-7692, Ext. 70

Remember, only by inciting a revelation can we avoid a revolution.